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In the summer of 2007, Indiana State University student Christopher Soghoian posted an item on his internet
website, “Chris’ Northwest Airlines Boarding Pass Generator,” which was designed to expose the vulnerabilities in
the government’s no-fly list.  Specifically, Soghoian contended that using his generator would allow an individual to
produce a valid boarding pass which could effectively by-pass the terrorist databases that commercial aviation
passengers are checked against at the time they purchase tickets. Soghoian’s website also recommended ways in
which the government could plug this security hole by linking scanners at the checkpoint to flight data systems
which would allow the scanning of the difficult to duplicate bar codes to confirm valid boarding passes.
Soghoian’s actions raised concerns about First Amendment rights in the Internet era.
This story caught the attention of CHDS student Scott Mulligan, Supervisory Attorney with the Transportation Safety
Administration in Cleveland. Mulligan addressed the implication of First Amendment issues in the cyber-age in his
course paper.
1. Mulligan’s research during the CHDS Technology class analyzed the line between computer programs, such
as Soghoian’s, as protected speech under the U.S. Constitution’s First Amendment and computer programs
as simply tools of a crime, analogous to a lock-picking set, i.e. “burglar’s tools.”  The research included an
interview with Professor Susan Brenner, a standing member on the U.S. Department of Justice’s Council on
CyberCrime, regarding how the evolution of the internet has quickly outpaced modern American
jurisprudence’s ability to keep up with First Amendment issues in the cyber security arena.
2. Since conducting the research, Mulligan has been able to more effectively guide his security directors in a
three-state region through the sometimes murky waters of free speech issues in the area of aviation security.
This has been particularly pronounced in the implementation of TSA’s regulatory enforcement program,
which gave rise to the Christopher Soghoian case to begin with.  As an example, in security screening
checkpoint cases where people are verbally disruptive, which in previous years may have simply been
pursued as interference with screening personnel, are now evaluated with a greater emphasis on First
Amendment considerations and the individual’s right to protest their government’s actions. 
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3. The research paper and its findings have lead to a significantly more nuanced analysis of TSA speech issues
within Mulligan’s area of responsibility. This refinement has made even the sometimes “no you can’t do that”
answer Mulligan has to occasionally voice to travelers much more palatable when he cites a Department of
Justice Cybercrime expert in his reasoning. 
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